Over the Rainbow Booklist
GENRE FICTION
Alice Isn't Dead. Joseph Fink. Harper Perennial, 2018. Keisha lives happily with her wife Alice
until the day Alice disappears, presumed dead. After months of grieving, Keisha sees Alice in
the background of a news report and takes matters into her own hands, becoming a longhaul truck driver, searching for her missing wife. Along the way, she stumbles across a secret
American history, an inhuman serial killer, and a supernatural war being waged along the
interstate highway system. This novel based on Fink’s podcast of the same name takes a
haunting look at the liminal spaces along the open road, affirming the power of love in every
mile.
Cabin at the End of the World. Paul Tremblay. William Morrow, 2018. Creepy and violent,
Tremblay’s apocalyptic horror story features Eric and Andrew and their daughter Wen in a
terrifying home invasion that forces the couple to make some horrific decisions in order to
survive.
God Game: A Dan Sharp Mystery. Jeffrey Round. Dundurn, 2018. Private detective Dan
Sharp has been hired to find the gambling-addicted husband of an aide in the Ontario
legislature in Round’s fifth Dan Sharp mystery. Braving political intrigue and scandal, Sharp
finds he has gone too deep into the seedy underbelly of Ontario’s political deal-making and
government shenanigans. During the course of the investigation, Sharp’s life is further
complicated by planning a graduation trip for his son to the West Coast and his own
wedding to Nick, a Toronto cop. Round’s writing transforms Canadian politics into a fastpaced, thrilling page-turner.
Lamb Will Slaughter the Lion. Margaret Killjoy. Tor, 2017. While the apocalypse seems to
draw close, Killjoy has already explored how an anarchist utopian might thrive, a group of
marginalized outsiders with different races, genders, and sexual identities. When their
protective demon familiar begins to destroy them, they band together even more tightly to
try and survive. This is a quick and delightfully creepy read for sci-fi fans.
Sodom Road Exit. Amber Dawn. Arsenal Pulp Press, 2018. Haunted by the 90’s? Starla
returning home to live with her mother after incurring significant university debt. That’s not
the only thing haunting her though - as she finds herself drawn to the Crystal Beach
amusement park, rediscovering a high school friend who becomes her girlfriend, and a
ghost with a need to be seen.
Trick Roller. Cordelia Kingsbridge. Riptide, 2018. The second book in the Seven of Spades
series, Trick Roller is a gripping mystery that explores the new relationship between Levi and
Dominic and the thrilling exploits of a serial killer who is not yet done with them.
Unkindness of Ghosts. River Solomon. Akashic Books, 2017. This Lambda Literary Award
finalist crafts a challenging, oppressive world on a spaceship carrying the last of humanity

into space. Dark-skinned and hyper-intelligent Aster, a resident of the lower decks, works as
a healer under her upper deck friend Theo (the Surgeon of the ship), until she notices a
mysterious illness suffered by the Sovereign of the ship. Then Aster and Theo (indeed, the
whole ship) are plunged into a sinister mystery that they could never have imagined. This
antebellum space opera is told with a queer, neuro-atypical slant: Aster and Theo are both
gender-variant and neurodivergent and utterly brilliant.
Whisper of Bones: A Jane Lawless Mystery. Ellen Hart. Minotaur Books/Macmillan, 2018.
Minneapolis PI Jane Lawless goes on a journey to discover a family secret in this twenty-fifth
entry in the series. Britt Ickles, visiting genomics professor, remembers playing with her
cousin Timmy the last time she visited her mom’s family; however, as an adult when she
visits her aunts, they tell her that there was no Timmy. Naturally, Jane is intrigued. She rents
a room at the aunts’ home and begins investigating all the inhabitants. Mysterious things
begin to happen. With an interesting plot, nice misdirection, and unique characters, Hart
writes an enthralling cozy mystery to entertain readers.
Witchmark. C.L. Polk. Tor.com/Macmillan, 2018. The first book in The Kingston Cycle is an
Edwardian fantasy in which we are introduced to a class based magical network filled with
political machinations that our main character Miles Singer has done his best to try to
escape. But you can’t run away from fate or angels. This story is filled with mystery,
romance, magic, fantasy, and a touch of science.

